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Legal disclaimer 

This presentation has been prepared by ANGLE plc (the “Company”). By attending this presentation and/or reviewing the slides you agree to be 
bound by the following conditions. 
 
The information and opinions contained in this presentation have not been independently verified, are provided as at the date hereof and are 
subject to amendment, revision and completion without notice. No person is under any obligation to update or keep current the information 
contained in this presentation. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made by the Company, its advisers or 
representatives, or their respective officers, employees or agents as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, 
completeness, correctness or reasonableness of the information or the opinions contained herein. The Company, its advisers or representatives, 
or their respective officers, employees and agents expressly disclaim any and all liability which may be based on this presentation and any errors 
therein or omissions therefrom. 
 
This presentation does not constitute or form any part of, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell, or an invitation or solicitation or 
recommendation to purchase, or subscribe for or underwrite or otherwise acquire any securities in the Company in any jurisdiction and does not 
constitute or form part of a prospectus. No part of this presentation should form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, or act as any 
inducement to enter into, any contract or commitment or investment decision whatsoever. The Company’s nominated adviser, Cenkos Securities 
PLC (“Cenkos”) has not approved this document for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA") and 
accordingly it is a communication made only to persons who (a) fall within one or more of the exemptions from section 21 of FSMA contained in 
articles 19 and 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (which includes persons who are authorised 
or exempt persons within the meaning of FSMA, certain other investment professionals, high net worth companies, unincorporated associations 
or partnerships and the trustees of high value trusts) and persons who are otherwise permitted by law to receive it and (b) are an "eligible 
counterparty" within the meaning of Article 24(2), (3) and (4) of Directive 2004/39/EC ("MiFID")) as implemented into national law of the 
relevant EEA state.  Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to such persons.  Persons of any other 
description, including those who do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments, should not rely on this document or act 
on its contents for any purpose whatsoever and should return it to Cenkos immediately. 
 
This presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, 
agents, employees or advisers. Each party to whom this document is made available must make its own independent assessment of the 
Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. If you are in any doubt in relation to these 
matters, you should consult your stockbroker, bank manager, solicitor, accountant, taxation adviser or other independent financial adviser 
(where applicable, as authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).  
 
This presentation contains certain statements that are neither reported financial results nor other historical information. These statements 
include information with respect to the Company’s financial condition, its results of operations and businesses, strategy, plans and objectives. 
Words such as “anticipates”, “expects”, “should”, “intends”, “plans”, “believes”, “outlook”, “seeks”, “estimates”, “targets”, “may”, “will”, 
“continue”, “project” and similar expressions, as well as statements in the future tense, identify forward-looking statements. These forward-
looking statements are not guarantees of the Company’s future performance and are subject to assumptions, risks and uncertainties that could 
cause actual future results to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by such forward-looking statements. Many of these 
assumptions, risks and uncertainties relate to factors that are beyond the Company’s ability to control or estimate precisely and include, but are 
not limited to, the general economic climate and market conditions, as well as specific factors including the success of the Group’s research and 
development and commercialisation strategies, the uncertainties related to regulatory clearance and the acceptance of the Group’s products by 
customers.  
 
For further details regarding these and other assumptions, risks and uncertainties that may affect the Group, please read the Directors’ Report 
section including the “Principal risks and uncertainties” in the most recent Annual Report & Accounts of ANGLE plc. In addition, new factors 
emerge from time to time and the Company cannot assess the potential impact of any such factor on its activities or the extent to which any 
factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual future results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. 
Except as may be required by law or regulation, the Company undertakes no obligation to update any of its forward-looking statements, which 
speak only as of the date of this document. 
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Summary 

Building a differentiated position in an emerging multi-
billion $ market through a unique patent-protected 
diagnostic platform 

Enabling non-invasive personalised cancer care to 
improve patient outcomes and reduce healthcare costs 

Working with some of the World’s leading cancer centres 
to secure patient data and endorsement 

Moving into drug trials and research use generating 
revenues and as a conduit to the clinical market 

“Unprecedented sensitivity and specificity” in ovarian 
cancer.  Moved closer to a clinical application  

Commercially smart market access via partnership with 
established diagnostic companies accelerating 
distribution and containing costs  

“Personalised medicine is 
the most exciting change 
in cancer treatment since 
the invention of 
chemotherapy”  
 
Professor Peter Johnson, 
Chief Clinician, Cancer 
Research UK 
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Background: how we got here  

Microfluidics expert George Hvichia in Philadelphia 
realised silicon wafer manufacture tolerances small 
enough to allow capture of cells by size 

Filed patent over physical separation step for cells. 
Classic simple solution to a highly challenging problem 

An IP commercialisation expert, ANGLE founded and 
built the Parsortix business around patents since 2006 

In 2011 following advances in technology and 
healthcare Parsortix offered quite exceptional risk 
return potential 

AIM listed since 2004, ANGLE has sold out of other 
businesses to refocus as a pure play specialist 
medtech operating company 

This constitutes a completely new investment 
opportunity 

Parsortix separation cassette in the shape 
of a microscope slide.  Simple plastic 
moulded consumable capable of capturing 
cancer cells from whole blood 
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Personalised cancer care 

Incidence of cancer growing. 1 in 3 
people will suffer from cancer  

Each patient’s cancer is different 

Patient’s cancer changes over time 

Effective treatment requires 
personalised care 

Reducing healthcare costs 

Major pharma developing more 
selective drugs 

−Colorectal cancer KRAS+ Erbitrux 
(Merck Serono) 

−Lung cancer EGFR+ Iressa 
(AstraZeneca) 

−Breast cancer HER2+ Herceptin 
(Genentech) 
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Obtaining cancer cells for analysis   

Existing approach: solid tumour biopsy  

Clinicians cut out part of the tumour and 
analyse the cancer cells  
−Breast cancer mastectomy or lumpectomy 
−Colorectal cancer colonoscopy tumour biopsy 
−Prostate cancer fine needle biopsy and 

prostatectomy  

Difficulty in accessing some tumours 
−Pancreatic cancer, Lung cancer, Brain cancer 

Repeat tumour biopsy problematic  
 

New approach: “liquid biopsy” harvest cancer  
cells from blood 

Intense medical interest in liquid biopsy  

Non-invasive, repeatable, real time, cost 
effective 

But only one CTC in one billion blood cells 
 

Whole blood from a simple peripheral blood draw 
contains approximately one cancer cell per ml of 
blood.  The cancer cells are circulating tumor cells 
shed by the primary tumour in the process of 
metastasis.  The CTCs travel in the blood and if 
they take root in another organ are the cause of a 
secondary cancer at a new location. 
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ANGLE’s Parsortix system for capturing cancer cells  
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Inlet 

Outlet 

Patented 
Separation Step 

Plan View 

Cross Section 

Captured CTCs 

White blood cells 
Red blood cells 
pass through 

Blood Flow 

Platform technology 
The Parsortix system is a platform technology for 
harvesting rare cells from blood. In addition to 
cancer cells, other cells can be captured including 
fetal cells from maternal blood. 
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ANGLE’s patented Parsortix system  

First Family – Granted US Patent 
stepped, microscale cell separators 
for fluid flow and cell separation 

Second Family – Granted US 
Patent and patents pending 
worldwide fetal cells and tumor 
cells specifically disclosed 

Third Family – Patents 
filed new capabilities  
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Parsortix cassette: captured cancer cells 

Blood flow 

Source: University of Surrey Oncology Dept 

CK20 – green 
CD45 – red 
Nuclear stain - blue 

Prostate cancer cells Colorectal cancer cells 

Lines are the Parsortix cell 
separation steps 

Two outer Steps (RHS) are 
20µm apart. The inner steps 
are 10µm apart 

Large PC3 cells are shown 
captured on the outer steps  
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Multi $ billion market p.a. - Competition 

ANGLE is offering customers a Parsortix system for purchase comprising a desktop machine and a one-time use consumable. Many competitor 
systems are so complicated that they have to offer a CLIA (certified laboratory) solution where the customer sends them the sample and they 
operate the system and provide a result. This approach is commercially less attractive as it requires large in-house investment, is less scaleable  
and deprives the clinical customer of much needed revenue in processing the samples. 

(1) Cell free DNA techniques can only analyse DNA, not RNA or proteins. 

Technology Name Simple process Low cost 
Captures all 

types of 
cancer 

Captures 
mesenchymal 
CTCs involved 
in metastasis 

Able to easily 
harvest cells 
for analysis 

High purity of 
harvested cells 

Microfluidic 
step 

Parsortix        
Antibody-based 
system 

CellSearch (only FDA 
authorised system)       
CTC iChip  
Magsweeper  
Cynvenio 
Biocept 
Isoflux 
Gilupi 
AdnaTest 

      

Membrane-based 
ISET 
Screencell 
CellSieve 

      

Centrifugation 
Dean Flow 
Fractionation       

Cell-free DNA 
Alternative process using 
plasma from blood     N/A (1)  
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Path to commercialisation  

Translational 
Research KOLs 

Revenues 
 

Concept 
development 

May 11 – Apr 12 

Productisation 

Apr 12 – May 13 

KOL Evaluation 
& Refinement 

Dec 11 – Oct 14 

Research Use 
Support for 
Drug Trials 
Mid/late 2015 - Ongoing 

Regulatory 
Authorisation 

CE Mark May 13 – Dec 13 
FDA Mar 14 - Ongoing 

Clinical 
Applications 

Mid/late 2016 - Ongoing 

Corporate 
Deals 

Jan 15 - Ongoing 
Two collaborations initiated  

Others being developed 

Translational Research for Clinical Applications 
Ovarian Cancer: Vienna: Jan 15 
Breast Cancer: USC Norris: Ongoing 
Prostate Cancer: Barts: Ongoing 
Colorectal Cancer: CRUK: Ongoing 
Pancreatic Cancer: CRUK: Ongoing 
Others being developed 

Sep 14 - Ongoing 
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Key opinion leaders’ evaluation of the Parsortix system 

Other KOL evaluations in progress: University of Cambridge MRC Cancer Unit, University of Southern California 
Norris Comprehensive Cancer Center and Thomas Jefferson University Kimmel Cancer Center 

● Capture efficiency 
comparable to 
CellSearch when  
using spiked samples  
best suited for their 
system 
 

● Does not rely on 
antibody capture 
 

● Applicable to all types of 
CTCs including 
mesenchymal CTCs 
 

● Very high purity of 
harvested CTCs enabling 
molecular analysis 
 

● Straight-forward to use 
with minimal user 
intervention 

 

● Effective for both 
epithelial and 
mesenchymal cells 
 

● Tumour cell clusters can 
be captured as well as 
tumour cells 
 

● Harvested cells are 
easily accessible and 
ready for molecular 
analysis 

● 30x purer than a 
leading antibody-
based system 
 

● Works well with prostate 
cancer 
 

● Captures a high purity of 
CTCs 
 

● CTC harvest well suited 
for downstream 
molecular analysis 

● Captured CTCs in 
twice as many 
patients as would be 
expected with 
CellSearch 
 

● High CTC capture in  
colorectal cancer 
 

● Flexibility to handle 
varying blood sample 
volumes 

● Parsortix results 
“sensational” 
 

● “Unprecedented 
sensitivity and 
specificity” in ovarian 
cancer 
 

● Strong basis for clinical 
application in ovarian 
cancer 

Does not rely on antibody capture

Applicable to all types of CTCs including mesenchymal CTCs

Exceptionally high purity of harvested CTCs enabling molecular analysis

Capture efficiency comparable to CellSearch when using spiked samples best 

suited for their system

Straight-forward to use with minimal user intervention

Effective for both epithelial and mesenchymal cells

Tumour cell clusters can be captured as well as tumour cells

Harvested cells are easily accessible and ready for molecular analysis

Works well with prostate cancer

Captures a high purity of CTCs

30x purer than a leading antibody-based system

CTC harvest well suited for downstream molecular analysis

High CTC capture in colorectal cancer

Captured CTCs in twice as many patients as would be expected with CellSearch

Flexibility to handle varying blood sample volumes

"Unprecedented sensitivity" in ovarian cancer

"Completely out-performed all other systems"

Strong basis for clinical application in ovarian cancer

Does not rely on antibody capture

Applicable to all types of CTCs including mesenchymal CTCs

Exceptionally high purity of harvested CTCs enabling molecular analysis

Capture efficiency comparable to CellSearch when using spiked samples best 

suited for their system

Straight-forward to use with minimal user intervention

Effective for both epithelial and mesenchymal cells

Tumour cell clusters can be captured as well as tumour cells

Harvested cells are easily accessible and ready for molecular analysis

Works well with prostate cancer

Captures a high purity of CTCs

30x purer than a leading antibody-based system

CTC harvest well suited for downstream molecular analysis

High CTC capture in colorectal cancer

Captured CTCs in twice as many patients as would be expected with CellSearch

Flexibility to handle varying blood sample volumes

"Unprecedented sensitivity" in ovarian cancer

"Completely out-performed all other systems"

Strong basis for clinical application in ovarian cancer

Does not rely on antibody capture

Applicable to all types of CTCs including mesenchymal CTCs

Exceptionally high purity of harvested CTCs enabling molecular analysis

Capture efficiency comparable to CellSearch when using spiked samples best 

suited for their system

Straight-forward to use with minimal user intervention

Effective for both epithelial and mesenchymal cells

Tumour cell clusters can be captured as well as tumour cells

Harvested cells are easily accessible and ready for molecular analysis

Works well with prostate cancer

Captures a high purity of CTCs

30x purer than a leading antibody-based system

CTC harvest well suited for downstream molecular analysis

High CTC capture in colorectal cancer

Captured CTCs in twice as many patients as would be expected with CellSearch

Flexibility to handle varying blood sample volumes

"Unprecedented sensitivity" in ovarian cancer

"Completely out-performed all other systems"

Strong basis for clinical application in ovarian cancer

Does not rely on antibody capture

Applicable to all types of CTCs including mesenchymal CTCs

Exceptionally high purity of harvested CTCs enabling molecular analysis

Capture efficiency comparable to CellSearch when using spiked samples best 

suited for their system

Straight-forward to use with minimal user intervention

Effective for both epithelial and mesenchymal cells

Tumour cell clusters can be captured as well as tumour cells

Harvested cells are easily accessible and ready for molecular analysis

Works well with prostate cancer

Captures a high purity of CTCs

30x purer than a leading antibody-based system

CTC harvest well suited for downstream molecular analysis

High CTC capture in colorectal cancer

Captured CTCs in twice as many patients as would be expected with CellSearch

Flexibility to handle varying blood sample volumes

"Unprecedented sensitivity" in ovarian cancer

"Completely out-performed all other systems"

Strong basis for clinical application in ovarian cancer

Does not rely on antibody capture

Applicable to all types of CTCs including mesenchymal CTCs

Exceptionally high purity of harvested CTCs enabling molecular analysis

Capture efficiency comparable to CellSearch when using spiked samples best 

suited for their system

Straight-forward to use with minimal user intervention

Effective for both epithelial and mesenchymal cells

Tumour cell clusters can be captured as well as tumour cells

Harvested cells are easily accessible and ready for molecular analysis

Works well with prostate cancer

Captures a high purity of CTCs

30x purer than a leading antibody-based system

CTC harvest well suited for downstream molecular analysis

High CTC capture in colorectal cancer

Captured CTCs in twice as many patients as would be expected with CellSearch

Flexibility to handle varying blood sample volumes

"Unprecedented sensitivity" in ovarian cancer

"Completely out-performed all other systems"

Strong basis for clinical application in ovarian cancer
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Research use sales to support drug trials and other research 

Secondary market providing establishment revenues and access to primary 
clinical sales market 

Following successful evaluations of the system by KOLs, ANGLE now intends to 
progress sales for drug trials and other research use: £250m market p.a.  

 

 

 

 

 

Securing 5% of the Phase II and Phase III trials as customers offers potential 
Parsortix revenues of £8m p.a. 

As well as sales, successful cancer drug trials may lead to the adoption of 
Parsortix as a companion diagnostic (CDx) to the new drug 

Parsortix already specified in several such projects, 
expected to lead to sales during 2015 

750 Phase II cancer drug trials initiated each year 
− typically 100 patients two years 3 blood tests per patient 
− each trial potential to generate >£100,000 revenue for ANGLE 

120 Phase III cancer drug trials initiated each year 
− typically 1,000 patients three years 5 blood tests per patient 
− each trial potential to generate >£750,000 revenue for ANGLE  

Machine Cassette

Price 1 £40,000 £150

Cost £12,000 2 £17

Margin 70% 89%

1.

2.

High margins allow flexibility in pricing for 

competitive advantage

Includes maintenance, technical support, 

sales and distribution
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Sales for clinical use 

Sales of the Parsortix system for 
clinical use is the primary objective 
for commercialisation of the business 

Estimated clinical market available to 
ANGLE in excess of £8 billion p.a. 

Requires both regulatory 
authorisation and patient data 

ANGLE has a comprehensive 
strategy to deliver clinical sales 

−Regulatory authorisation 

−key opinion leaders  

−patient studies 

−corporate partnerships 
Multiple KOL studies in progress to 
investigate new clinical applications 
for the treatment of patients 
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“Unprecedented sensitivity and specificity” in ovarian cancer 

Medical University of Vienna 

Highly successful patient study 

90% sensitivity 100% specificity in 
primary epithelial ovarian cancer 

Parsortix results “sensational”  
− best alternative only 24.5% sensitivity 

Exceptional performance reflects the 
high purity of the Parsortix harvest with 
Vienna’s RNA markers 

Strong basis for a clinical application in 
ovarian cancer  
− screening high risk patients 
− monitoring therapy to ensure appropriate 

treatment 
− remission monitoring to identify relapse 

Clinical study over 18 months 
Competing antibody systems ineffective for 
ovarian cancer 
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First clinical application: ovarian cancer  

Strong medical need for early diagnosis 
− 239,000 new cases diagnosed in 2012 
− limited symptoms initially, so disease generally 

advanced when diagnosed 
− in the UK, the 5-year survival rate if diagnosed 

late is Stage IV 3.5% Stage III 18.6% 
− if diagnosed early, the UK 5-year survival rate 

increases dramatically to Stage I 90% 

Vermilion Nasdaq listed OVA1 
− FDA authorised 
− Medicare reimbursement of $516/test 
− In US, 200,000 women p.a. have surgery on 

abnormal pelvic masses 
− 22,000 have ovarian cancer but which ones? 
− >$100m sales potential for this market segment 

Ovarian sales potential >£300m p.a. 
− Parsortix deployed 10x for each patient 
− European and US markets 

Key priority robust clinical study 
− initial sales for this clinical application year 

ending 30 April 2017 

Potential to substantially out-perform current 
standard of care for ovarian cancer 
CA125 marker 63% sensitivity and low specificity  
OVA1 sensitivity 93% specificity 43% 
Parsortix sensitivity 90% specificity 100% 
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Other clinical applications being developed by KOLs 

Metastatic breast cancer screening with the University of Southern California 
Norris Comprehensive Cancer Center 
− replace the need for surgical biopsy of the secondary cancer site 
− reduce healthcare costs  
− using the Parsortix liquid biopsy to harvest CTCs for RNA analysis of the cancer 
− results enable the oncologists to make key therapeutic decisions 

Major market opportunity 
− incidence of new breast cancer cases in 2012 estimated at 1,700,000 worldwide 
− potential to address some 300,000 metastatic patients per annum 
− if a liquid biopsy is taken six monthly for a five year follow-up period, and ANGLE secures 10% 

of the market, this equates to Parsortix sales of £100m p.a.  

Timing 
− aim to complete patient study in the middle of 2015 and follow it with a robust clinical study 

targeting end 2016 for completion 
− initial sales for this clinical application year ending 30 April 2017 

Other clinical applications 
− metastatic prostate cancer clinical application with Barts Cancer Institute 
− colorectal cancer and pancreatic cancer with CRUK Manchester 
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Commercial partnerships with diagnostics companies 

Cost-effective distribution channel 

Parsortix “open source” as a front end for 
existing analytical platforms deployed worldwide 
giving them new revenues 

So far two commercial collaborations announced 

Diagnostics division of a large pharmaceutical 
company 

− combine Parsortix CTC harvesting platform with their 
single cell analysis system 

− Parsortix system may be sold as a source of patient 
samples for analysis using the Collaborator’s 
analytical platform 

EKF Diagnostics Holdings plc  

− combine Parsortix CTC harvesting platform with EKF’s 
PointMan™ DNA enrichment technology: liquid biopsy 
to identify genetic variation in the cancer 

− explore ways to offer the systems as a combined 
solution from blood to medical result  

 

ANGLE’s commercialisation strategy is to 
establish a series of partnerships with major 
medtech players such as Roche, Illumina, 
Abbott, Life Technologies, Qiagen, Hologic, 
Agilent, Siemens Healthcare, bioMérieux etc 
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How ANGLE intends to secure its market position 

Translational research with major US and 
international cancer centers (key opinion 
leaders) 

Research use to support drug trials and 
other research delivering revenues and 
driving clinical applications 

Go to market via commercial collaborations 
with major medtech and pharma companies 

Key opinion leader reporting on clinical 
applications and then driving clinical studies 
to support clinical sales 

FDA authorisation  

Roll out of clinical sales to £8bn market  
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Financials six months to 31 October 2014  

  H1 2015 H1 2014 FY 2014 

Statement of Comprehensive Income £’000 £’000 £’000 

Revenue 288 414 801 

Investments portfolio gain  17 404 1,334 

305 818 2,135 

Operating costs (1,918) (1,374) (3,485) 

Other income 7 80 112 

Loss before tax (1,606) (476) (1,238) 

Statement of Financial Position 31Oct14 31Oct13 30Apr14 

Investments 618 4,839 601 

Trade and other receivables 305 530 328 

Inventories 106 15 52 

Cash 2,268 358 3,898 

Property, plant and equipment 338 198 139 

Intangible assets 1,186 1,099 1,142 

Total assets 4,821 7,039 6,160 
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Anticipated Newsflow 

Sales 

Results from KOL patient 
studies 

Cancer drug trials  
−revenue  

−leading to CDx  

Scientific publications 

 
 

Ovarian cancer clinical study 
developed 

FDA 

Medtech deals 

Pharma deals 

Adding to the Board 
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Summary 

ANGLE poised with opportunity to become a leading medtech company 

Clear path to commercialisation 

Unique competitive position in ovarian cancer with “unprecedented sensitivity 
and specificity” 

Partnerships with leading molecular analysis companies to drive market adoption 
and value addition 

KOLs developing clinical applications in other cancer areas 

Parsortix system + key opinion leader + patient data + regulatory 
authorisation + clinical application = $bn market 
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Andrew Newland 
ANGLE plc  
3 Frederick Sanger Road   3711 Market Street 
The Surrey Research Park  University Science Center 8th floor  
Guildford GU2 7YD   Philadelphia PA 19104 
United Kingdom   USA  
Tel: +44 1483 685830  +1 (267) 265 6761 
Email:        andrew.newland@ANGLEplc.com 
Website: www.ANGLEplc.com   
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